Squeeze Play

ACROSS

1 out: discontinues
7 Slander
13 Highlanders
18 Pleasant odors, old style
19 Alonso of ballet fame
20 Milk curdler
21 Exhibit Simon and Shav?
23 Nullifier, in legalese
24 Sale caveat
25 Author Anais
26 Meryl and family
28 Coach Parshegian
29 A Stooge
30 Printer need
32 Or ntment
33 Sack starter
34 Caruso
37 Baby bed
39 Canines condiment
40 FBI men
41 Church council
42 Protector of a sort
45 Liquid measure abroad
47 Air maneuver
49 Table d'
50 Lemon-like fruit
53 Memorable Egyptian
56 1040 windfalls
59 VT's silent one
60 Companion of to
d
61 Discerned
62 Eared seal
63 Ladd's drifter
65 Altar awodel
66 Vipers
67 Yeld sight
68 Quince cousins
69 Exploit
70 Popeye, for one
71 Prepared to be knighted
72 Singing voice: Abbr.
73 Airline to Tel Aviv
74 Après printemps
75 Classified items
76 Par
78 Tureen component
79 Explorer Hernando
81 Dinner item
82 Sideslipped
84 Puzzles over
86 Inflexible
89 Love, Italian style
92 Get lost!
94 Tittle
96 Evening, in Rome
97 Foster or grand
99 Pizza order
100 Nymph
103 Big wheelers
105 Fowl formation
106 Peer Gynt's mother
107 Pussyfooted
109 Own: Scots
110 Ring decor
111 Feel pins and needles
113 Disparate a Dickens novel?

DOWN

1 Sing Sing et al.
2 Stockings
3 Elec. units
4_Me no of "Rebel ."'
5 LAX abbreviation
6 Nancy's "Just ___"
7 Fixers of holes in hose
8 CT bulldog
9 Worthless trifles
10 Aachen sights, to some
11 Barcelona bishop's cap
12 Kindergarten fixtures
13 Firms up
14 Black cuckoo
15 Imperil Rodney?
16 Ogle someone
17 Fashion's spaghetti ___
18 "... nothing like ___"
19 Drive back certain birds?
20 Show pain
21 First name in daredevilry
22 Rumpus
31 Oscar's "Oklahoma" partner
33 Go ___: kiddie car
35 Spouse's parents
36 Foolish fellow
38 Pirate's plunder
39 Mosaic unit
40 Flooring choice
42 Laboring class members, of yore
43 Grueling test
52 Noggin
53 Roller-bladed
54 Having a handle
55 Dishhearted deputies?
57 Common abbreviation
58 Small fowl
59 Menus, at Maxims
64 Alexander of State
65 Bestow dough upon a NYSE index?